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Book Review: From Hill to Sea: Dispatches from the Fife Psychogeographical 
Collective 2010-2014. Published in 2015 by Fife Psychogeographical Collective [FPC]. 
Bread and Circuses Publishing. 
 
Reviewed by Coralie Acheson 
 
 
Sometime in the dark, chill, midwinter months my twitter feed began to stir with news 
of an exciting new book. Photos were posted of an attractively brown wrapped parcel, 
stamped starkly with the words ‘Fife Psychogeographical Collective’ alongside 
exclamations proclaiming its arrival. The book in question was ‘From Hill to Sea: 
Dispatches from the Fife Psychogeographical Collective 2010-2014’. Intrigued I ordered 
my own copy and waited, somewhat impatiently, for it to drop through the letterbox.  
 
On arrival existing commitments meant it could not be properly considered, and I took 
to carrying it around with me, snatching stolen glimpses into its pages, out of order and 
with a vague sense of confusion. When, finally, I was able to give it a proper reading, it 
unfolded and unfurled, expanding my imagination as it disorientated and challenged 
my perceptions. This is not a conventional book but rather a series of collaboratively 
written ‘dispatches’ originally published online by the Fife Psychogeographical 
Collective between 2010-2014, described as : 

  
“Field trips, general wanderings and rag-pickings from hill to sea 

Mapping the interstices of past, present and possible 
From the Kingdom of Fife and beyond” 

(FPC 2015: 2) 
 

The book charts travels through Fife and beyond, mostly on foot, but also including 
other forms of transport and also those journeys into the layers of time through 
archival materials and imagination. The book uses photography and poetry as much as 
prose, and illustrates and accompanies these with the use of non-traditional 
typography and playlists for the music listened to while writing. From Hill to Sea is 
available as a printed book, but also as an ebook with embedded links to streamed 
music (FPC 2016). Given the scope of this work it would not be possible to consider 
every aspect of it in this short review. Instead, the themes of place, perception and 
story have been identified for discussion here. These themes thread in and out of the 
text and have particular resonance for those working in the fields of heritage and 
archaeology.  
 
As a book of psychogeographical observations this is, effectively, a book designed to 
challenge ordinary and normative perceptions of place. The first dispatch, ‘Into the 
Void’, begins with the instruction from the FPC Field Guide to ‘never keep to the path’ 
(FPC 2015:10). By following this advice the book charts various wanderings into 
forbidden and forgotten places, from abandoned quarries and subaltern gathering 
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places in the ‘edgelands’ of urban areas, to housing estates, woodlands, and the second 
storeys of our shopping streets which are only seen if looking up. Psychogeography is 
a way of looking at the world around us differently, attempting to see what lies beneath 
the surface (Coverley 2010:13). It is an embedded practice that requires one to be 
present where they are, to be present in places which are not necessarily comfortable 
and familiar, and to allow oneself to become disorientated in those places which are 
familiar. This is expressed particularly clearly in a poem included in From Hill to Sea 
entitled ‘What Can Happen on a Walk’ which juxtaposes the mind and body with being 
in the world:  

 
“ m     b     i    o     n     d      d     y 

b    w     e     o     i     r     n     l     g      d”  
(FPC, 2015: 277) 

 
Once one’s perception of place is altered, the experience of these places can also be 
transformed. The way we perceive place may initially be influenced by its mapped 
representation. From Hill to Sea includes accounts of places where the reality may be 
very different to the map. One landscape appeared featureless on google maps, but 
when explored was revealed as an ancient landscape crossed by a coffin road and 
dotted with wildwood (FPC 2015:30). Another place appeared as a fox shaped 
woodland on historic maps, but today only a small area survives amidst the modern 
streets (FPC 2015:208-219). This theme, of places not being how they may initially 
appear, is found throughout the book. The collective examine standing stones on a golf 
course and investigate the communist history of one of Britain’s most deprived urban 
areas (FPC 2015:56-68). What is today a Greggs the Bakers can become a place of 
national significance when identified as the building in which Adam Smith wrote his 
seminal ‘Wealth of Nations’ (FPC 2015:7).  
 
Linking altered perception, and the places perceived through it, are the stories which 
are held within those places, and the stories imagined in them. One particularly 
interesting concept used in From Hill to Sea is that of haunting. Old buildings and 
structures are referred to as ghosts, places have ‘hauntologies’, and the former noise 
of industry is imagined as echoing as lost sounds in abandoned spaces (FPC 2015:7, 17, 
28, 87). Avery Gordon describes haunting as ‘a very particular way of knowing what has 
happened or is happening’ (2008:8). Perhaps another way of looking at this would be 
to identify ‘ghosts’ as those things which are at the edge of perception but whose 
stories are felt rather than fully known. A rusting monolith of industrial equipment 
sighing in the wind has a story to tell, but it is not one that is often heard. Even more 
ephemerally, the stories we carry within ourselves also influence our perception of 
places. In one dispatch, ‘Moby Dick, Laurie Anderson and The King’s Cellar, Limekilns’, 
the story of the great whale, its author and its later interpretation are interwoven with 
Limekilns in Fife, which may have influenced its writing, and the collective’s own past 
and future relationship with that place (FPC 2015:54).  
 
From Hill to Sea is not a ‘textbook’ of psychogeography, if such a thing could actually 
be written. While it does include a number of short but insightful essays examining the 
thoughts of some of the founding fathers of the discipline, its strength comes from the 
way it invites the reader to participate. The book is itself a revised version of dispatches 
originally posted online, updated to incorporate input from other sources (e.g. FPC 
2015:26). Additionally, the use of photographs, poetry and musical suggestions draws 
the reader themselves into the ongoing narrative, adding their own thoughts to the 
corpus of the imagination that the book represents. Ultimately, this is not a book that 
provides answers, but instead challenges the questions being asked. It is not, perhaps, 
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what is this place, but ‘where does the sky begin’ (FPC, 2015: 40). Fundamentally, this 
book is a rallying cry to be present wherever and whenever you are, to explore, to look 
beneath the surface, to listen to the signs and not accept the most obvious path or 
explanation. 
 
 
Coralie Acheson, now playing: Tracy Chapman – Crossroads 
Ironbridge International Institute for Cultural Heritage, University of Birmingham  
April 2016 
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